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Figure 1. Area (left) and proportion (right) of European land use associated with all silvopasture, woodland silvopasture, shrubland silvopasture, and silvopasture with multi-purpose trees.
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What should be done?

Pillar I
* Recognized in agricultural lands
* Multiple use + woody perennials meaning extra payment (e.g. 20-30%)

Pillar II
* Implementing AF measure meaning not to lose direct payment
* Develop incentives to foster woody perennials bioeconomy
A European Agroforestry Strategy should be designed to foster agroforestry in Europe. Such a strategy should include aspects related to current promotion, education, innovation and research on agroforestry at a European level, and provide guidance for national agroforestry strategies.
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Agroforestry for farmers: www.agroforestrynet.eu
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